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Samuel V. Calabrese, B.S.Pharm., M.B.A., FASHP  
Association Chief Pharmacy Officer  
Cleveland Clinic

Samuel V. Calabrese is the Associate Chief Pharmacy Officer at the Cleveland Clinic, a 1300-bed academic medical center where he is responsible for over 400 FTEs. Mr. Calabrese holds an academic appointment at NorthEastern Ohio Medical University as an instructor in the Health System Pharmacy Administration program. He received his BS Pharm from The Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, his MBA from Cleveland State University and is an ASHP Fellow.

Mr. Calabrese has chaired the Section Advisory Group (SAG) on Quality and Compliance and is currently a member of the SAG on Leadership Development. He also serves on the ASHP Council on Pharmacy Management, has been an ASHP delegate for Ohio, and is currently the Director at Large –elect for the Section of Pharmacy Practice Managers. Calabrese is an active faculty member with the ASHP Manager’s Bootcamp and is a Past President of the Ohio Society of Health-System Pharmacists. He is a frequent invited lecturer who has published and presented on various management and leadership topics.

Samuel V. Calabrese can be e-mailed at sections@ashp.org.

Robert P. Granko, Pharm.D., M.B.A.  
Director of Pharmacy  
Cone Health | Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital  
Greensboro, North Carolina

Robert P. Granko, Pharm.D., M.B.A. is the Director of Pharmacy at The Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital in Greensboro, NC, a 536-bed community teaching hospital and flagship hospital for the Cone Health Network. Dr. Granko is a past Gold recipient of the 2013 Leadership Excellence Awards in Pharmacy and received an American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP) Best Practice Model Award in 2011. Dr. Granko maintains an academic appointment as Associate Professor of Clinical Education at the University of North Carolina Eshelman School of Pharmacy.
Dr. Granko is a current faculty member with the ASHP Managers Boot Camp, is the past chair of the ASHP Practice Section Advisory Group on Manager Development, and has served as ASHP Delegate representing North Carolina. He also serves as member of the Board of Trustees of the North Carolina Center for Hospital Quality and Patient Safety. Dr. Granko has published several manuscripts and presented on topics related to leadership development, pharmacy operations management, and clinical benchmarking.

Dr. Granko received his Bachelor of Science degree in Pharmacy from Long Island University School of Pharmacy, his Doctor of Pharmacy from the University of North Carolina School of Pharmacy, and his Master in Business Administration from Pfeiffer University, School of Graduate Studies.

Lindsey R. Kelley, Pharm.D., M.S.
Assistant Director of Pharmacy, Ambulatory Care Services
University of Michigan Hospital and Health Systems
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Lindsey R. Kelley, Pharm.D., M.S., is Assistant Director of Ambulatory Pharmacy Services at the University of Michigan Hospitals and Health Centers. Areas of oversight include community pharmacies, outpatient infusion, a specialty pharmacy program, transition of care initiatives, 340b multi-pharmacy contracting and collaboration with Ambulatory Care Unit management on medication practices in outpatient clinics.

Dr. Kelley received her Bachelor of Science degree in chemistry from Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff and Doctor of Pharmacy degree from The University of Arizona in Tucson. She completed a postgraduate year 1 (PGY-1) pharmacy practice residency accredited by the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP) at Abbott Northwestern Hospital in Minneapolis, Minnesota, followed by a two-year combined administrative residency and Master of Science degree in social, administrative, and clinical pharmacy at the University of Minnesota Medical Center, Fairview in conjunction with the University of Minnesota College of Pharmacy.

Dr. Kelley has been active with state and national professional societies. While in Minnesota, she served as secretary for the Central Minnesota Society of Health-System Pharmacists, as well as new practitioner liaison on the board of directors of the Minnesota Society of Health-System Pharmacists. She served a similar position on the board of directors for the Pennslyvania Society of Health-System Pharmacists (PSHP) and was chair of the PSHP membership committee. For the Western Pennsylvania Society of Health-System Pharmacists, Dr. Kelley served as chair of professional practice.

Dr. Kelley has served as a member of the ASHP Council on Pharmacy Practice and ASHP Section of Pharmacy Practice Managers Advisory Group on Manager Development. Previously she served as chair of the ASHP New Practitioner Forum Executive Committee, and in 2010 she was honored with the ASHP New Practitioners Forum Distinguished Service Award.
Adam Orsborn, Pharm.D., M.S.
Clemmons, North Carolina

Adam Orsborn, Pharm.D., M.S., is a forward-thinking pharmacist leader and entrepreneur with nearly 10 years of experience developing and implementing improved pharmacy systems and services, and working with leaders in all facets of health system pharmacy. Focus is on creating environments for innovative ideas to become a reality and bring value to patients, caregivers and organizations. Dr. Orsborn spent seven years at Wake Forest Baptist Health where he held the position of Assistant Director of Outpatient and Ambulatory Pharmacy, Director of Pharmacy; Operations and Finance, and Executive Director of Pharmacy. Additionally, Dr. Orsborn was the Program Director for the two-year Health-System Pharmacy Administration Residency at Wake Forest combined with a Master of Science degree from the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill graduating five highly successful pharmacy leaders during his tenure.

Dr. Orsborn received his Doctor of Pharmacy from the University of Nebraska and Master of Science from the University of Wisconsin combined with the Health-System Pharmacy Administration Residency at the University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics.

Melissa Ortega, Pharm.D., M.S.
Director, Pediatrics and Inpatient Pharmacy Operations
Tufts Medical Center
Boston, Massachusetts

Melissa Ortega, Pharm.D., M.S, is Director, Pediatrics and Inpatient Pharmacy Operations at Tufts Medical Center in Boston. As a member of the Pharmacy Department’s leadership team, she oversees a combination of clinical and operational pharmacy services which includes central operations, the sterile products area, pediatrics and the emergency department. Additionally, she serves as preceptor for the PGY1 practice management rotation and oversees the Northeastern University’s Bouve’ College of Health Sciences School of Pharmacy cooperative education (Co-op) program.

Melissa received her doctorate of pharmacy degree from Nova Southeastern University in Fort Lauderdale, Florida and completed her pharmacy practice and health-system pharmacy administration residencies at the University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics. Melissa has contributed to several key initiatives within her department including her involvement in the implementation of our Carousel technology, facilitating the Pharmacy Council for Technician Advancement, the design and deployment of our Team-Based Technicians, the formalization of our Drug Selection Committee, enhancing the sterile products area services including expansion of hours, insourcing as well as preparing more ready to administer doses, and the design and implementation of the pilot project evaluating the impact of the pharmacy services within our Emergency Department.
Melissa remains active in the Massachusetts Society of Health-System Pharmacists having served on the Early Careerist Committee and Chair of the Membership Committee. She is also an active member in the ASHP Section for Pharmacy Practice Managers on Leadership Development, has served as Chair of ASHP New Practitioners Forum on Public Affairs and Advocacy Advisory Group and as a member New Practitioners Forum Executive Committee.

Kate Schaafsma, Pharm.D., M.S., M.B.A., BCPS
Pharmacy Manager of Outpatient and Emergency Pharmacy Services
Froedtert Hospital and the Medical College of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Kate Schaafsma is a Pharmacy Manager of Outpatient and Emergency Pharmacy Services at Froedtert Hospital and the Medical College of Wisconsin in Milwaukee, WI. Kate received her doctorate of pharmacy from Butler University in Indianapolis, IN after which she completed the 2-year Master’s and residency in pharmacy administration at the University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics. She is responsible for pharmacists, residents, interns and pharmacy technicians practicing in the outpatient pharmacy and emergency department settings. Kate serves as a clinical instructor for University of Wisconsin-Madison and Concordia University of Wisconsin pharmacy students in addition to serving as the Residency Program Coordinator for the PGY1 Community Residency Program. With Froedtert Hospital, Kate works side-by-side on a daily basis with leaders and providers from across ambulatory specialty clinics and emergency services to advance and expand the scope of pharmacy services. She also sits on the PSW Hospital advisory board in addition to working on ASHP SAG for Manager Development and UHC Professional and Workforce Development Committee.

Mark Sullivan, Pharm.D., M.B.A., BCPS
Executive Director, Pharmacy Inpatient and Clinic Operations
Vanderbilt University Hospital and Clinics
Nashville, Tennessee

Dr. Sullivan is Executive Director, Pharmacy Inpatient and Clinic Operations at Vanderbilt University Hospital in Nashville, Tennessee. He also has been either responsible for, or assisted with, implementation of a number of medication-related systems, including automated medication vending systems, “Smart Pump” medication infusion systems, the computerized prescriber order entry system and the bedside bar coding system. He has served as an invited member of the USP Safe Medication Use committee, vice chair of the ASHP Practice Managers section advisory group on communications, and chair of the manager development advisory group. He holds faculty appointments to the University of Tennessee, Belmont University and Lipscomb University Colleges of Pharmacy and served on the Admissions Committee for the inaugural class of the Lipscomb College of Pharmacy.
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0800 – 0815 Greetings and Boot Camp Overview/Goals

0815 – 0850 Achieving service excellence – Defining success in today’s new health care paradigm

0855 – 0945 Action oriented strategic planning- For managers to turn environmental changes into sustainable services and outcomes

0945 – 1000 Break

1000 – 1035 Case study Part One

1035 – 1135 Accountability –
  - Pharmacy Financial Basics - Building Blocks of Leadership Success
  - How to manage and measure to promote practice advancement your stakeholders will recognize and your patients will appreciate

1135 – 1210 Case Study Part Two

1210 – 1250 Lunch

1300 – 1340 Alignment of skills and strengths – Building your team to meet the demands of tomorrow

1340 – 1415 Role Play Case Study - Human Resources

1415 – 1430 Break

1430 – 1500 Case Study Part Three

1500 – 1615 C-Suite and Group Presentations

1615 – 1630 Facilitated discussion of presentations

1645 - 1700 Wrap-up and finish
2015 Manager’s Boot Camp
Developed by the Section of Pharmacy Practice Managers

Manager’s Boot Camp
Program Overview

Lindsey R. Kelley, Pharm.D., M.S.
Assistant Director of Pharmacy,
Ambulatory Care Services
University of Michigan Hospital and Health Systems

Faculty Introductions

Relevant Financial Disclosure Information

• The faculty and planners report no financial relationships relevant to the content of this continuing education activity.

Who’s in the Audience?

• Is this your first boot camp?

• Your leadership role:
  ❖ Is it formal or informal?
  ❖ Director, manager, clinical coordinator, other?
  ❖ Length in current leadership role?
  ❖ Desire to move up?

Pharmacy Leadership

• New managers and directors often promoted based on clinical leadership abilities
  ❖ Lack advanced management training

• Skill set necessary to be an outstanding clinician differs from that needed to succeed as a clinical leader or manager

• New clinical leaders often struggle selling their ideas from an administrative perspective
  ❖ Leads to frustration and eventual demise
Pharmacy Leadership – A New Paradigm

- Health Payment Reform & Shifting Reimbursement Targets
- Increasing number and size of multi-hospital health systems
- 24 hour patient care needs
- Workforce shifts with increasing number of pharmacists with residency training
- Broad scale EMR implementation
- Challenges and costs of HIT
- The growing complexity of the pharmacy enterprise

Pharmacy Leadership

“A lack of leadership will mean that health-system pharmacy will no longer be in a position to enhance patient safety, to optimize medication therapies across the continuum of care, to make a real difference in the lives of the patients that we serve”

-Mick Hunt (ASHP Past President)

Building Leadership Skills

General Clinical Managerial

General Leadership Skills

Influence Persuasion

Time management Organization

Decision making Communication

Team building Emotional intelligence

Public speaking and presenting Coaching

Mentoring Teaching

Influencing Change

- Establish a sense of urgency
- Form a guiding coalition
- Develop a compelling vision
- Produce short term results
- Prepare for and remove obstacles
- Institutionalize change


Necessary Skills for Pharmacy Managers and Clinical Leaders

Foster communication and collaboration among colleagues

Lead team

Develop project plan

Implement pilot program

Gain interdisciplinary support (including your Director)

Evaluate program (pull data together)

Sell in terms of cost, quality, service and outcomes (advocate)
What is Managers’ Boot Camp?

Series of didactic and workshop programming to help pharmacy managers build practical skills in the following areas:
- Administrative lingo
- Developing relationships with key stakeholders
- Leveraging quality and safety mandates to advance services
- Business planning for new services
- Strategic planning principles
- Leadership qualities and business acumen
- Navigating the healthcare organization
- Financial management principles
- Project management and implementation
- Promoting value through pharmacy services
- Leading teams and change

Focus of this Boot Camp

- Achieving service excellence – Defining success in today’s new health care paradigm
- Accountability: Understanding key financial management tools and principles. How to manage and measure to promote practice advancement your stakeholders will recognize and your patients will appreciate
- Action Oriented Strategic Planning: Methods for Managers to Turn Environmental Changes into Sustainable Services and Outcomes
- Alignment of Skills and Strengths: Building Your Team to Meet the Demands of Tomorrow

Program Overview

- Greetings and Boot Camp Overview
- Part 1
  - Achieving service excellence – Defining success in today’s new health care paradigm
  - Action Oriented Strategic Planning: Methods for Managers to Turn Environmental Changes into Sustainable Services and Outcomes
- Break
- Part 2
  - Workshop #1 (interactive case study)
  - Accountability: Understanding key financial management tools and principles. How to manage and measure to promote practice advancement your stakeholders will recognize and your patients will appreciate
  - Workshop #2 (interactive case study, continued)
- Lunch

Learning Objectives

- Analyze the impact of health-care reform and how it will change necessary financial skills that pharmacy leaders will need to measure and communicate business outcomes.
- How do pharmacy managers effectively lead in the evolving pharmacy enterprise?
- List key financial and quality indicators that influence health-system administrators’ decisions and how pharmacy leaders can align strategic planning to impact institutional goals.
- Develop and apply strategies for advancing pharmacy services through staff engagement and effective personnel management.
- Identify the steps required to communicate the value of pharmacy to senior leadership and other key stakeholders in the hospital and health system.
- Demonstrate the steps to successfully organize and implement a business plan for new or expanded services
Achieving Service Excellence - Defining Success in Today’s New Health Care Paradigm

Adam Orsborn, Pharm.D., MS
Clemmons, North Carolina

Objectives

1. Define: Why do we need to change how we deliver care?
2. Assess: What are the key needs of the people that care most about what you do?
3. Develop: What is your definition of success?
4. Innovate: What solutions does your community have to offer for solving problems?
5. Achieve: What factors will help you reach your goals?

What is important to CEOs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial challenges</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare reform implementation</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governmental mandates</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient safety and quality</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care for the uninsured/underinsured</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient satisfaction</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician-hospital relations</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population health management</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel shortages</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://www.ache.org/pubs/research/ceoissues.cfm

What is important to CEOs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Challenges (n = 388)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government funding cuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid reimbursement (adequacy and timeliness of payment, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare reimbursement (adequacy and timeliness of payment, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad debt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreasing inpatient volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing costs for staff, supplies, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition from other providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate funding for capital improvements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue cycle management (converting charges to cash)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://www.ache.org/pubs/research/ceoissues.cfm

If you don’t know where you are going... ...any road will get you there
"The Triple Aim"

Quality ↔ Access ↔ Value

Safe Effective Patient Centered
Timely Equitable Localized
Efficient use of resources

Cost

Value

Payment Transformation: Move to Value

The Old System
- Fee for service model
- Patients "discharged"
- Disease Management focus
- Addressing Sickness
- Measuring Mortality/Harm

The New System
- Value-based payment
- Patients "transitioned"
- Care Coordination & Navigation
- Addressing Health
- Measuring Risk of Harm

Value Based Purchasing

- CMS payments at risk, 2015 Projection
  - 2% for Value Based Purchasing
  - 3% for readmissions
- VBP Domain (risk/reward):
  - Clinical Process of Care
  - Patient Experience of Care
  - Outcomes
  - Efficiency

FY2014 Value Based Purchasing Domain Weighting
(Discharges from 10/1/2014 – 9/30/2015)

ASSESS:
key needs of key stakeholders

The Patient’s point of View

1. Use your smartphone
2. Play Doctor
3. Crayons for the table paper
4. Bring pipe cleaners
5. Have a freeze-dance party

Global Market Risk
Shared Risk
Gain Share
Episode of Care Payment
Bundled Services Payment
Fee-for-Service


http://www.medicare.gov/hospitalcompare/search.html
Publicly Reported Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Information</th>
<th>Safety of Patient Experiences</th>
<th>Time &amp; Effort Care</th>
<th>Hospital stays, readmissions, &amp; deaths</th>
<th>Unit of medical imaging</th>
<th>Medicare payment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility with chest pain or positive heart attack who get treated in hospital stays for heart attack patients</td>
<td>More of organ transplanted heart patients</td>
<td>Emergency care for heart attack patients</td>
<td>More of organ transplanted heart failure patients</td>
<td>Emergency care for heart failure patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility with chest pain or positive heart attack who get treated in hospital stays for heart attack patients</td>
<td>More of organ transplanted heart patients</td>
<td>Emergency care for heart attack patients</td>
<td>More of organ transplanted heart failure patients</td>
<td>Emergency care for heart failure patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility with chest pain or positive heart attack who get treated in hospital stays for heart attack patients</td>
<td>More of organ transplanted heart patients</td>
<td>Emergency care for heart attack patients</td>
<td>More of organ transplanted heart failure patients</td>
<td>Emergency care for heart failure patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility with chest pain or positive heart attack who get treated in hospital stays for heart attack patients</td>
<td>More of organ transplanted heart patients</td>
<td>Emergency care for heart attack patients</td>
<td>More of organ transplanted heart failure patients</td>
<td>Emergency care for heart failure patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://www.medicare.gov/hospitalcompare/search.html

The Value Agenda

1. Organize care into sub-populations with more specific needs

   Oncology
   Hematologic Malignancy
   GI
   Thoracic
   Heart & Vascular
   Acute Coronary Syndromes
   Heart Failure
   Cerebrovascular

2. Create strategies to improve specific outcomes and financial issues for each

   What can Pharmacy Services impact?

   • Specialty Pharmacy Services
   • Service Line Medication Utilization Reduction
   • Ambulatory Medication Net Revenue

   • Ambulatory Pharmacist Clinical Practice
   • Specialty Clinic Medication Prior Authorizations
   • Key Performance Indicators Related to Pharmacy Systems (critical medication delivery time, medication related readmissions)
   • Decentralization and Expansion of Pharmacist Clinical Services

   • Identify and prioritize OUTCOMES for each Service Line that pharmacy services can impact
   • Pharmacy Services at Discharge
   • Sterile Production Automation (IV Robotics)
   • Medication Distribution Automation

DEVELOP: your definition of success
Pharmacy Solutions to Drive Value

- Value to the whole population

- Incredible wealth of information regarding each of the possibilities from your peers
- The key is to identify the most impactful wins for today while developing systems for tomorrow

Disruptive Innovation

- “Disruptive innovations create new markets for products or services, or they reshape existing markets” - Clayton Christensen
- Transforms high cost and complexity with
  - Simplicity
  - Convenience
  - Affordability
  - Accessibility

INNOVATE: solutions for your problems

Drugs Therapies!!
- Blood Glucose results appear in EMR in real time
- APPs in your driveway
- Retail Clinics

Disruptive Innovation in Healthcare

- Digitalizing a Human Being
  - Mobile/personal diagnostics, imaging, wireless bandwidth, networked information systems, computing power, social networking, everything you do with your phone
- Health Systems
  - Shift patients to lowest cost care setting
  - Prevention and individualized outcomes
- Pharmaceutical Companies
  - Partner with providers and health plans in network development
- Health Plans
  - Early diagnosis
  - Preventative care models
  - Total cost of care

Blue Ocean Strategy

The Four Actions Framework

- What aspect of your services are taken for granted, but not adding value? These should be **eliminated**.
- What aspect of your services should be greatly **reduced**?
- What aspect of your services should be **raised** well above current standards?
- What has never been offered before that should be **created**?

Not only is it valuable to consider this for your own pharmacy services, but which industry partners are already doing this?

Where Will Your Next Solution Come From?

- Don’t underestimate the power of your community
  - Peers in your region
  - National Pharmacy Organizations
  - Non-Pharmacy Organizations
  - Technology Companies
- Focus on today’s **needs** and **resources**

How to Achieve

- Extend, do not imitate physician activities
  - Focus on activities physicians do not desire or have the time to do
- Provider status = paid for services = improved patient outcomes
- Shift in mindset: Define a performance measure that sets us apart from other health care professionals

How to Achieve

- Develop a service that is specifiable, measurable, & predictable (this will provide a strong argument for standards & accreditation)
- Consumers seek the help of those who provide a more effective, convenient & affordable approach to accomplishing tasks
  - Identify consumers who welcome pharmacy disruptive innovation

Objectives

Define: Why do we need to change how we deliver care?
Assess: What are the key needs of the people that care most about what you do?
Develop: What is your definition of success?
Innovate: What solutions does your community have to offer for solving problems?
Achieve: What factors will help you reach your goals?

Success is more attitude than aptitude

Diplomacy is the art of letting someone else get your way
Well done is better than well said
Success is more attitude than aptitude
Failing to prepare, we prepare to fail
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Action Oriented Strategic Planning

Kate Schaafsma, Pharm.D, MS, MBA, BCPS
Pharmacy Manager
Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Objectives
- Define the terms
- Know why strategic planning is critical to success
- Develop a framework for strategic management
- Review a case of pharmacy strategic planning
- Reflect on secrets of success

Definitions
- Strategic management is the continuous process to maintain on target
- Strategic planning is an activity that is used to set priorities
- Strategic plan is a document with goals, objectives, and tactics

Where does Strategy Fit?
Mission
Values
Vision
Strategy
Goals, Objectives & Tactics
Performance Measures

Benefits of Strategic Planning
- Clearly defines the purpose
- Establish practical goals and objectives consistent with that mission
- Means to communicate the goals and objectives in action
- Develop a sense of ownership of the plan
- Ensure the most effective use is made of the organization’s resources
- Provide a base from which progress can be measured and establish a mechanism for informed change when needed
- Provides consistent focus
- Increases productivity from increased efficiency and effectiveness
- Solves major problems in the organization

Strategic Planning Process: BEST-IQ

Background
Quality Management
Environmental Assessment
Implementation
Strategy
Tactics
Strategic Planning Process: BEST-IQ

**Background**
- Form a planning team
- Develop a timeline
- Prepare background information
- Review the corporate strategic plan
- Develop communication plan

**Mission**
- Mission statement – reason for existence
  - Examples
    - Apple is committed to bringing the best personal computing experience to students, educators, creative professionals and consumers around the world through its innovative hardware, software and Internet offerings.
    - The Walt Disney Company’s mission is to be one of the world’s leading producers and providers of entertainment and information. Using our portfolio of brands to differentiate our content, services and consumer products, we seek to develop the most creative, innovative and profitable entertainment experiences and related products in the world.
    - Wal-Mart’s mission is to help people save money so they can live better

**Vision**
- Vision statement – aspirational description of what you want to achieve
  - Example:
    - Amazon’s vision is to be earth’s most customer centric company, to build a place where people can come to find and discover anything they might want to buy online.
    - Wal-Mart’s vision is to become the worldwide leader in retailing
    - Toyota’s vision is to aim to achieve long-term, stable growth in harmony with the environment, the global economy, the local communities it serves, and its stakeholders
    - General Electronics’ vision is to bring good things to life

**Values**
- Values - the important, lasting beliefs or ideals that guide thoughts and actions
  - Examples
    - The Walt Disney Company’s Values - Dream, Believe, Dare, and Do
    - Toyota Values - Genchi Genbutsu, Kaizen, Challenge, Teamwork, and Respect
    - Google’s Values – Fast is better than slow, You can make money without doing evil, Its best to do one thing really, really well, etc.

**Tips for Success**
- Involve everyone in development
- Clear and easily understood
- Specific, short, and memorable
- Keep it simple – realistic – practical
- Focus on the customer
- Reflect core competencies
Strategic Planning Process: BEST-IQ

Background

Quality Management

Environmental Assessment

Implementation

Strategy

Tactics

SWOT Analysis

Strengths
Weaknesses

Opportunities
Threats

Internal Assessment

❖ Seek out strengths and weaknesses
❖ Resources, people, culture and information systems
   • Department structure and facilities
   • Partnerships
   • Employee competency
   • Teaching environment
   • Med use process
   • Clinical services
   • Automation and technology

External Assessment

❖ Seek out opportunities and threats
   • Identify key industry trends
     ❖ Sterile product compounding
     ❖ Credentialing and privileging
     ❖ Marketplace competition
   • Identify changes at a local and national level
     ❖ Board of Pharmacy
     ❖ Regulating bodies - The Joint Commission
     ❖ Payers - Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

Environmental Assessment

❖ Complete SWOT analyses
   • Internal environment analysis
   • External environment analysis
   ❖ Gather input from all stakeholders
   ❖ Consider organizational and political implications
Strategic Planning Process: BEST-IQ

Background
- Quality Management
- Environmental Assessment

Implementation
- Strategy
- Tactics

Strategy Formulation
- Define strategic priorities based on risk and reward
- Identify strategic opportunities that align with the mission, vision and values
- Identify what external factors need to be addressed
- Prioritize focus areas
- Develop goal statements
- Develop specific objectives for goals

Force Field Analysis

Structural Tension

Goal
- Driving Forces
- Retaining Forces

Great Purpose
- What will make competitors/neglected outcome?

Build on Strengths
- How can we leverage our strengths to achieve our desired outcomes?

Blaze the Trail
- What are our barriers?
- What actions can we take to close the gaps?

Raise the Bar
- Current Reality
- Where are we now in relation to our desired outcome?
Develop Tactics

- Develop strategic plan tactics
- Identify measurable imperatives
- Develop action plans (SMART goals)
- Determine the required metrics

SMART Tactics

- SPECIFIC: State what is to be achieved, clear and well defined
- MEASURABLE: Capable of measurement, progress is monitored and definitive end point
- ACHIEVABLE: Realistic given the circumstances in which it is set and the resources available to the business
- RELEVANT: Relevant to the people responsible for achieving them
- TIMELY: Detailed timeline with milestones

Determine Metrics

- Operational metrics
- Process metrics
- Fiscal metrics
- Quality or safety metrics
- Visual summary of metrics - dashboard

Strategic Planning Process: BEST-IQ

- Background
- Quality Management
- Environmental Assessment
- Implementation
- Strategy
- Tactics

Strategic Implementation

- Finalize the timeline
- Monitor implementation
- Enlist support
- Communicate the plan to stakeholders
- Execute the strategic plan
- Incorporates short term wins with rewards

Keys to a Successful Implementation

- **Must Do’s**
  - Leadership presence
  - Employee with knowledge and experience
  - Resources
  - Strategic goal – management structure

- **Pitfalls**
  - No one knows who is in charge
  - Last minute or lack of communication
  - Il-defined goals
  - Lack of accountability
  - Lack of tracking progress
**Strategic Planning Process: BEST-IQ**

- **Background**
- **Quality Management**
- **Environmental Assessment**
- **Implementation**
- **Strategy**
- **Tactics**

**Levels of Evaluation**

- **Strategic level**
  - Does the consistency of the strategy align with the environment?
- **Operational level**
  - How well is the organization doing in pursuit of strategy?

**Quality Management**

- Strategic Control, Evaluation, or Quality Management
  - Develop a monitoring plan to measure progress
  - Monitor, evaluate, and adjust the plan as needed
  - Set-up annual review to determine progress
  - Taking corrective action, if necessary

**Tools to Assist in Evaluation**

- Dashboards
- Balanced scorecard
- Scheduled meetings
- Software packages
- Project progress reports
  - Charters, Gantt Charts, etc.

**Strategic Management Tools**
## Example for Developing Op Plan Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Category</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Historical/ Recent Performance</th>
<th>Targeted Performance By Qtrs.</th>
<th>Current Full Yr. Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Performance Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Metric</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Example Op Plan Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Area</th>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Performance Category</th>
<th>Project Objectives</th>
<th>Development Team</th>
<th>Timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Pharmacy Enterprise Strategic Planning Case Study

### Pharmacy Enterprise Mission Statement

- The Froedtert Pharmacy is a health care team committed to:
  - High quality, safe, cost-effective, evidence-based, and patient centered care in an atmosphere of communication and shared respect;
  - Life-long learning through education of patients, students, residents, staff, and other health care professionals; and
  - Researching and investigating cost-effective delivery models designed to enhance the quality and safety of medication use.

### Pharmacy Enterprise Vision Statement

- To be recognized as a national pharmacy leader, offering patients evidence-based options throughout the continuum of care to achieve high quality outcomes while advancing the practice of pharmacy.
Strategic Priority - Staff

Pharmacy Enterprise Strategic Plan

Implementation Framework

Secrets for Success

- Connect with your pharmacy team
- Communicate, communicate, communicate
- Develop communication tool
- Manage the resources entrusted in your care
- Deliver on your promise through results
- Never go on a journey unprepared
- Stay focused on your plan
- Stay connected with events in the profession & industry
- Continue learning and longing for improvement
References
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Introduction

- All Healthcare organizations are and will continue to face challenges
  - Constant headwinds
  - There are emerging and game-changing strategic implications
- We need to be better educated on the Business of Pharmacy and its effect on the enterprise
  - Improved financial decision-making, having a basic understanding of the basic principles of healthcare
  - Improved decision making reflecting financial experiences

Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital

Moses Cone Hospital and Cone Health Department of Pharmacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MCH Department of Pharmacy Stats</th>
<th>Cone Health Pharmacy Stats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>◆ 135 employees (110 FTEs)</td>
<td>◆ 275 employees (250 FTEs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Staff:</td>
<td>◆ Staff:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ 35 Pharmacists</td>
<td>◆ 100 Pharmacists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ 50 Technicians</td>
<td>◆ 130 Technicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ 14 Administrative Staff</td>
<td>◆ 14 Administrative Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ 11 Pharmacy Residents (FY16)</td>
<td>◆ 17 Pharmacy Residents (FY16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ FY16 Expense Budget: $30M</td>
<td>◆ FY16 Expense Budget: $70M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Salary Expense: $7.2M</td>
<td>◆ Salary Expense: $5.2M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Drug Expense: $2.1M</td>
<td>◆ Drug Expense: $4.9M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ FY15 Revenue Budget: $100M</td>
<td>◆ FY15 Revenue Budget: $220M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuous Challenges and Opportunities

- 2014/5 Outlook – US Not-for-Profit Hospitals – Moody’s
  - Increasing consumer and employer pricing sensitivity and transparency
    - Longstanding negative outlook - since 2008
    - Seeing some hope – extensive cost reduction strategies and revenue form the Affordable Care Act
      - Declining payments
      - Rising costs
  - Nontraditional competitors
  - Shift of care to the ambulatory care setting
- 2 Midnight Rule

Objectives

1. Describe the current financial opportunities and challenges facing Hospitals and Health-Systems
2. Provide an overview of basic financial terms
3. Assist in navigating example financial and productivity reports
4. Provide an overview of developing budgets and monitoring performance
5. Identify the necessary elements of a successful business plan and ways to promote Pharmacy’s brand
Continuous Challenges and Opportunities

- Generate sufficient operating margin to support our clinical, education, and research mission
- Completing Epic and other core information system implementations, and switch to ICD-10
- Evolving "systems" and operating model
- Clinical integration and care delivery transformation
- Stabilizing new Affiliate operations and developing model for future success
- Sustained pressure to contain costs, ensure clinical and operational efficiencies and search for new revenue sources
- Keeping pace with evolving population health landscape (in multiple locations)

Two-Midnight Rule

- Reimbursement difference between inpatient and outpatient cases will decrease profits
  - On average, the rule could cause revenue reduction averaging $3,000 to $4,000 per case.
- Two-midnight rule will accelerate trend of inpatient care shifting to outpatient
  - The rule will result in significant growth in observation stays in 2014, pressuring hospital revenues.
- Hospitals with short lengths of stay will be most affected
  - Smaller community hospitals with low average lengths of stay and less complex cases are most at risk.
- Reimbursement change will impact hospitals with high proportion of inpatient care
  - Profitability will suffer as the high fixed costs of inpatient care are spread over a smaller base of inpatients.
- Small hospitals lack adequate staff to adapt to new rule
  - More resources are needed to implement administrative and operating changes caused by the rule.
- Fewer RAC claims provide a silver lining
  - The rule could reduce recovery auditor contractor (RAC) reviews of hospital admissions practices, offering some financial relief.

Key Terminology

- Case Basis
  - Also called prospective payment - common
  - Paid a set fee for the care of a patient who has a certain condition (MS-DRG)
  - Regardless of how long the patient stays or number of resources consumed
- Bundled Care
  - This arrangement is where the provider is paid a fixed amount during an entire care episode and may include multiple care sites such as post-acute care facilities
- Per Diem
  - Agreement amount per patient day
- Contractual per diem – payer sets the price

Key Terminology

- Capitation
  - Hospital or health system receives a fixed amount per enrolled individual per month—often indicated as per member per month (PMPM)
  - To cover a specified scope of medical services.
  - The provider is paid regardless of whether medical services are used and conversely bears all cost overruns from services provided.
- Pay-for-Performance (P4P) and Shared Savings/Risk Arrangements
  - Movement to reward providers for increasing care value.
  - Providers receive bonus payments or have a portion of their pay withheld based on whether they meet preset performance targets. Targets may relate to quality, cost effectiveness, efficiency of care, or other factors.
  - Shared savings arrangements offer incentives for providers to reduce healthcare spending for a defined patient population by offering them a percentage of net savings realized
Key Terminology

- Charge Data (Drug) Master
- List of all hospital procedures, services, supplies, and drugs used for patient care services
- Code # for each line item in the Charge Data Master
- HCPCS Codes:
  - Medicare/Medicaid billing codes for all procedures, items, and services used by a provider
  - Some NDCs tied to HCPCS codes "Natural HCPCS"
- Revenue Codes: Denotes where and what types of services are provided

---

Measuring Revenues and Expenses with Accrual Accounting

- Accountants measure profit or loss by applying a concept called accrual accounting.
- Accrual accounting entails deciding when patients have received services for which the organization is entitled to income, as well as how and when the cost of these services is measured.
  - Income (revenue) is earned when services are provided. A patient in a bed is receiving a service.
  - Expenses are the costs of providing material and service to the parties that receive the service, when the service is being provided.

---

Key Terminology - Summary

- Revenue
- Expenses
- Income
- Costs
- Margin
- Revenue minus expenses
- Gross profit
- Net profit
- Gross revenue minus expenses
- Net profit ratio
- Gross profit margin
- Selling, General, and Administrative (SG&A)
- Interest expense
- Revenue minus expenses and taxes
- Cost of goods sold
- Operating income
- Depreciation
- Revenue minus expenses plus interest income

---

Measuring Revenues and Expenses with Accrual Accounting cont.

- The timing of when an organization gets paid for the services it renders, or when it pays for the materials and services it purchases.
- The accurate measurement of profits or losses depends upon the correct matching of services provided and the costs of providing these services.
- Payment for services and materials that have been provided may occur long after they have been received and consumed.

---

Key Terminology

- 3 main financial statements
  - Balance sheet
  - Income statement
  - Cash flow statement
- Gross revenue
- Payroll payments
- Accrual—revenue recognized when earned
- Expense
- Supplies and labor (There are others)
- Profit/Contribution Margin
  - Revenue—expenses
  - Many organizations' goal is 4-6%

---

Charging

- Data
- Summary
- Patient care
- Services provided
- Costs incurred
- Expenses paid
- Revenue charged
- Financial accounting
- Revenue cycle
- Billing cycle
- Reporting cycle
- Data collection
- Coding
- Revenue cycle
- Billing cycle
- Financial accounting
- Reporting cycle
- Revenue
- Expenses
- Income
- Costs
- Margin
- Revenue minus expenses
- Gross profit
- Net profit
- Gross revenue minus expenses
- Net profit ratio
- Gross profit margin
- Selling, General, and Administrative (SG&A)
- Interest expense
- Revenue minus expenses and taxes
- Cost of goods sold
- Operating income
- Depreciation
- Revenue minus expenses plus interest income

---

Different Reports for Different Audiences

- Public
- Internal
- Cost
- Revenue
- Expenses
- Net profit
- Balance sheet
- Income statement
- Cash flow statement

---

Terminology

- HCPCS
- Revenue
- Expenses
- Income
- Costs
- Margin
- Revenue minus expenses
- Gross profit
- Net profit
- Gross revenue minus expenses
- Net profit ratio
- Gross profit margin
- Selling, General, and Administrative (SG&A)
- Interest expense
- Revenue minus expenses plus interest income

---

LEADERS CONGRESS

Charging
**Payer Types**

- **Payer types:**
  - Private: BCBS
  - Government: Medicaid - indigent or low income
  - Self-pay
  - Charity Care - Care rendered without the expectation of payment

- **Bad Debt**
  - Amount not recoverable from a patient or entity

- Payers negotiate contracts with health care organizations based on quality, service, and outcomes.

---

**Pharmacy Financial Basics**

- **How we bill**
  - Charge master – bill for each line item
  - Each payer has its own rules – usually complicated
  - DRGs, bundles and outlier payments
  - MS – DRG (Medicare Severity-Diagnosis Related Groups):
    - Patient classification system that relates demographics, diagnostic, and therapeutic characteristics of patient length of stay and amount of resources consumed
  - Case mix

- **How we get paid (simple version)**
  - Inpatient encounter (cost center) – we are paid what is in the contractual agreement - not what it actually costs to care for patients
  - Outpatient encounter (revenue maker) – typically fees for service that is "discounted" based on contractual agreements.

---

**Pharmacy Revenue Routing**

- **Possible exceptions:**
  - **Investigational Drugs**
    - Any investigational medications that have a billing type of "investigational drug".
    - The revenue for these meds will be routed to the "NONE/DRG" cost center, regardless of where they are dispensed from.

  - **Contrast Media**
    - Contrast medications follow a different logic.
    - Their cost center routing is not based off of the pharmacy that they are dispensed from, but the department that the user is logged into.
    - E.g., if a user is logged into one of the imaging departments or other departments that buy and dispense their own medications, the revenue will be routed to that department’s cost center.

---

**Risk Mitigation Strategies**

- **Currently, the Pharmacy Revenue Cycle infrastructure functions as manual, risk prone, single-individual, review process.**
  - Pharmacy has been asked to invest into reducing the medication liability associated with RAC audits and non-appearance billing units, which this software addresses.
  - Several missing HCPCS codes, 2) monitor NDC code integrity, 3) identify purchased drugs not in your formulary, 4) alerts on incorrect unit multipliers, 5) pricing variances, 6) volume reconciliation comparing drug spend to charge capture activity, 7) improved pricing consistency and transparency
  - Ensure medication formulary multipliers are correct and uploaded

- **Pharmacy revenue cycle void that has received much attention over the past few months with the RAC audits.**
  - Addresses revenue leakage and compliance risks
  - Due to the increased scrutiny of compliance issues related to billing units and multipliers by DIP, it has become increasingly significant to maintain oversight and accurate data in both your new and existing systems.

---

**How Medicare Severity DRG-Based Payment Is Determined**

- **MS-DRGs are based upon acuity and are "weighted," according to the severity of the patient's illness, which can indicate the intensity of care or services needed.**
  - Sicker patients require more of the hospital's care and resources

  - **Patient or "case" with a weight of 2.0 is deemed to be double the intensity and hence require double the costs (and payment) of a case with a weight of 1.0, which is the baseline weight.**

  - Each hospital has a unique MS-DRG distribution.
Revenue Codes – Sample Guidance

Reimbursement

- Fee For Service
- Paid according to the volume of services that are provided
- Traditional model – still common today
- Disadvantages: Overutilization of services
- Pay for Performance
- Also known as Incentive Payments
- Eligible to additional payments by meeting or exceeding negotiated criteria
- Demonstrated lower cost of care
- Shared Risk
- Established benchmark of medical expenses
- Bundled Payment
- Hospitals receive one payment for a discrete set of services
- Capitation
- Hospital receives specific payment per patient, per month and must provide necessary services
- What if hospitals cost of care exceed payments?

Pharmacy Financial Basics

Financial Reports and Assessing Operations

Average Daily TOTAL Revenue for Cost Centers
Revised DSS Data

Average Daily Revenue for Cost Centers A and B
Financial Summary Steps
- Get access to some data – Departmental or Cost Summary Data
  - Ask someone
  - Go back and make sure you understand the embedded assumptions and caveats
- Build out your data in Excel – Understand what you are building out and what it says
- Place graphs in a PowerPoint slide Bx11
- Shop it!

YTD FY15 NET Outpatient Revenue

MAY FY15 Operating Expenses

FY15 Gross Patient Revenue And Income Trend

Current Month (CM) Explanations
- Net Patient Service Revenue (10-500):
  - CM (Current Month) is $XXX favorable and YTD gross revenue is $XXX favorable.
  - OP gross revenue continues to be a driver for the YTD revenue variations. (Revenue budget is based on total patient discharges.)
  - For the CM, we have observed a decline in 12/32 (38%) visits/cases for OP volume
- Other Operating Revenue:
  - CM is $XXX favorable and YTD is $XXX favorable - driven by increase in pharmacy purchases by XXX
- Total Operating Expense w/o Allocations (10-500):
  - CM is $XX favorable and $XXX unfavorable YTD.
  - Pharmaceuticals remains YTD on budget with a total budget of $XXX – (3%, 2%)
  - Salaries and Wages: CM is $XXX favorable and YTD is $XXX unfavorable
  - DOH budget (50%, 10%) variance
- Other Operating Expense:
  - CM is at budget
  - Income from Operations:
    - CM is $XXX favorable
    - Driver is net inpatient revenue.
Pharmacy Financial Basics

Productivity

- Report Categories
  - Statistics and Hours
  - Inpatient and Outpatient
  - Key Ratios
  - Non-Productive
  - Volume Adjusted
  - Variance Analysis
  - Total Gross Revenue
  - Total Salary Variance
  - Total Medical/Surgical
  - Supply/Pharmacy
  - Variance

“...and enough to be busy... The question is: what are we busy about?”
— Henry David Thoreau

Productivity Analysis for Department of Pharmacy Cost Centers

- The pre-assigned workload statistic for each cost center in the Department of Pharmacy can be either daily Average Adjudicated Patient Days (APD) or Calendar Days (CD). APD is a variable metric which is a fixed method for determining the number of organizational units the other considers gross revenue, total revenue, and volume of inpatient days.
- This figure is selected for a large number of organizational departments. While APD or CD may not be an exact match to determine volume in your area, it is the standard, in most cases, e.g., FY 14. This is the budgeted hours (Adjusted Patient Days) × 240.

While reviewing your Department’s most recent Productivity for the Pay Period, please note the following:
1. Budgeted Hours = Budgeted FTEs × 80 Hours (50 hours per FTE is a pay period).
2. For the costs centers that use CD, the budgeted workload is 14.
3. To calculate your productivity %, you can take your Targeted Worked FTE (Budget) Actual Worked FTE. This will closely approximate your Productivity Index.
4. To calculate the number of worked FTEs for the pay period, simplify take your Total Worked Hours(30ths of hours per FTE in a pay period).
5. To calculate how much the addition (or reduction) of an FTE in a given pay period can be accomplished by adding or subtracting 50 hours (50 hours a FTE would work in a pay period regardless of workload) to Actual Hours Worked. To re-calculate your New productivity %, you can take your calculated New productivity index.

FT (30ths) FTE’s = FTE across the pay period

Department of Pharmacy Benchmarking

- Cone Health and Moses Cone Hospital and Premier Benchmarking Report
- Interim Benchmarking Reporting Methodology
- Moses Cone Department of Pharmacy: OEE Update since November 2014
- FY 2014 FTE Report
- Moses Cone Department of Pharmacy: Opportunities for Improvement
- Opportunities with the Premier Benchmarking Report and Conclusions
Annual Budgeting

- Budgets are always changing depending on the environment
- Annual budgets “may be” changed in the beginning part of the year, if ever
  - Fixed
- Often, we are left explaining variances throughout the year
  - Variance analysis – positive and negative
    - Quantifies the difference between actual and budgeted values for resources, revenues or expenses
- Larger the variance – the greater the attention
  - Also need to look at trending as well
- Let’s take a look!

FY 2016 Budget Calendar

- Finance populates department budgets into system
  - Throughout June – This is a KEY date!
- Program changes due to Finance
  - June 30
- Division Presidents, VPs, and Directors review budgets with their designated Finance Director as needed
  - July 13 – 31
- Budget updates/revisions approved by EVPs
  - August 3 – 13
- Budget document delivered to Board Finance Committee
  - August 21

Annual Budgeting Summary

- Budget – description of a financial plan
- List of estimates of expenses and revenues for a stated period of time
- Predictive plan, describes a period in the future
- Budget importance
  - Adherence to budget is a predictor of financial stability
  - Financial implications - Health Care System Level
    - Financial bond rating
    - Affects ability to borrow money, amounts, and rates
  - Variance – Quantifies the difference between actual and budgeted values for resources, revenues or expenses
  - Larger the variance – the greater the attention
  - Also need to look at trending as well
- Let’s take a look!

Supplements to Annual Budgeting

- Flexible Budgeting
  - Used on a monthly basis
  - Effectively measures budget to actual variances
  - Expense categories are based of estimated activity from month to month
    - Retroactive change as each month is finalized
  - Allows leaders to see the results that reflect the actual level of department activity for each line item
    - E.g., Patient days, Outpatient visits, etc.

- Rolling Forecasting
  - Helps identify gaps in performance
  - Often a quarterly process
  - Used from for budget planning – long range (3-5 years)
  - Compares quarters of projections to the strategic financial plan assumptions and expected trajectory
  - Focuses on forecast grouping rather than line item variances
Budget Process

- October 1 – September 30 – Fiscal Year
- Budget upload in June (ish)
- Current FY financial data used to project upcoming FY budget
- Annualized data
  - Start with
  - Commonly 9 months, but not always
  - Convert a rate of any length into a rate that reflects the rate on an annual (yearly) basis
  - \((9 \text{ month total}/9 \times 3) + 9 \text{ month total}\)

Operating Budget (Expenses)

Key Pharmacy Expense Classes:
- Drugs Chargeable – TOTAL DRUGS
  - FY16 = $17M
- Blood products (Albumin, Factors)
  - Blood Factors (FY14) = $1M
- Fluids – Expense Increase
- Solutions and Sets (CSTD, IV Sets)
- Anesthesia Gases
- Lease and Rental
- Labor
  - People (Salaries and Wages) – FY16 = $7M
  - Productive Time – worked hours
  - Non Productive Time – PTO/PAL
- Employee benefits
- Other
  - Travel, Software, Drug Information References and Subscriptions

FY Drug Budget Drivers

- Patient volumes
- Seasonality
- Contracts
- IV Fluids
- Inflation – First to go
- 4-6%
- New Entities
  - Specialty Pharmacy
  - Biologic and oncology agents
- Antifungals
- Other key items (CV drugs)
- Generics
- Projecting Future Drug Expenditures – Annual

Pharmacy Financial Basics

Budget Tactics and Takeaways

- Start preparing early
- You and your staff
- Learners
- Don’t pad
- Lose credibility
- Use data & be accurate
- National benchmarks
- Organizational historical data
- If you take a risk, make it known
- Transparent
- If changes made, document!
- Specialty budget – WOW!

Tools
Return on Investment (ROI)

- A ratio that divides the net benefit by the total amount of the investment
- A straightforward financial tool that measures the economic return of a project or piece of equipment
- Amount of bang for your buck
- Templates

\[ \text{ROI} = \frac{\text{Gain from investment} - \text{Cost of investment}}{\text{Cost of investment}} \]

Return on Investment (ROI)

- Why is an ROI analysis needed?
  - Competing needs for limited capital/operating resources forces us to choose between various projects/investments
  - Increases the likelihood of optimal financial results from investments
  - Helps determine if the implementation of the service or technology will result in positive or negative financial return
- Templates - $39.95

Choosing a particular ROI method will depend on the preferences of senior management (usually the CFO). The method used is not as important as the consistent application of the methods.

Pharmacy Financial Basics - Lessons

- Work with a leader in Finance
- Adhere to financial standards and partner with finance and decision support to know what they expect
  - Enhances credibility
- Email colleagues for good external and internal templates
- Develop a standard template for use within your department
  - If you don’t have one, develop one – or ask someone
- Understand the difference between hard and soft savings

Pharmacy Financial Basics - Lessons

- Always include ROI in business case for any new program or service
- Shop your draft – understand it from others perspective
- Become savvy with spreadsheets
  - Better yet...hire a business manager skilled in ROI analysis
- Show to your boss prior to presenting
- Be creative
- Don’t leave it until the end – they take time!
Building a Business Plan

- Business need – Analysis
- Project Overview – Options
- Schedule
- Timelines – Gantt Charts
- Impact
- Risks
- Financials
- Summary of Options
- Remember… this can be thought of as a marketing guide (stress the positive aspects of plan, work to clear any potential roadblocks)
- References
- Stakeholders
  - e.g., Contracts and IT

The Impact of an Emerging New Business Model - Elements of Change in the Old/New Business Model

- Healthcare industry has started a transition to a value-based business model from an activity or volume-based, fee-for-service model that has been in place since the 1960s
- The new model is profoundly different than the traditional model in almost every respect.
- The value-based model will shift how providers deliver and are paid for services, as described in this section.

Pharmacy Financial Basics

- Cost reduction (elimination of direct expense)
- Drug costs
- Personnel/FTE removed from budget
- Reducing cost of harmful medication errors
- Reduction in agency nurse use
- Cost avoidance (avoiding future expense)
  - Slowing the drug cost trend curve
  - Preventing inappropriate use of a new drug
  - Adding robotic dispensing technology that will enable you to grow volume without adding new personnel
  - Preventing cost of harmful medication errors

Patient safety

- Reduced error, preventing cost of harmful medication errors
- Improved operational efficiency
- Improved throughput
- MD efficiency
- Saved nurse/physician time
- Reallocation of FTE
- More nurse time at the bedside
Creating Value for our Patients

Defining value

Health outcomes

Costs of delivering the outcomes

- Health outcomes = the full set of patient health results over the care cycle
- Costs of delivering outcomes = the total costs of care for a patient’s condition over the care cycle
  - Better health is the goal, not more treatment
  - Better health is inherently less expensive than poor health

Value-Based Care

Patient Centered Value-Based Care

Value-Based Care

Health

Pharmacy

Operations

Pharmacy

Medical

Administration

Management

Pharmacy

Value-Based Care

Financial Performance Committee ➔ Value Performance Committee

FY14 — Pharmacy Financial Performance Committee

Metrics that matter

- Transitions of Care
- Readmission Reduction
- Core Measure Compliance
- Value-Based Purchasing
- HCAHPS / Patient Satisfaction
- Cost Reduction
  - Yes, that you’ll take out of your budget
- NEW Revenue Streams
- Clinic Revenue
- Add expense to your budget
- Medication Error and Quality Metrics

Pharmacy Financial Basics

Common Hard Saving

- Reduction in unit cost of operations
- Reduction in unit cost of production
- Reduction in transaction cost
- Reduction in overhead cost
- Reduction in transportation cost
- Reduction in manpower
- Increased throughput, resulting in increased sales or revenue

Common Soft Savings

- Reduction in cash flow
- Reduction in need for working capital
- Avoidance of capacity enhancement
- Conformation to changes in the law
- Increased safety in the workplace
- Increased employee satisfaction
- Increased customer satisfaction

Pharmacy Financial Basics
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Department Operating Reviews

The Department Operating Review series will require a planning phase prior to a scheduled go-live month. The following phases will take place for each management area prior to go-live.

- **Phase I:** Preparatory Meeting with Teams (May 2013)
  - Associate/Assistant Directors meet with teams to discuss/perform mock DOR
  - Build DOR for area based on 6 pillars of excellence
  - Develop area-specific dashboard
  - Provide recommendations

- **Phase II:** Presentation to Team 1 (June 2013)
  - Report area-specific DOR objectives
  - Display area-specific dashboard
  - Receive and incorporate recommendations from Team 1

- **Phase III:** Finalize Area-specific DOR (July 2013)
  - Finalize area-specific DOR
  - Finalize area-specific dashboard
  - Prepare for Departmental DOR go-live based on schedule below (August 2013)

---

**Department Operating Review**

- To culturally embed the Pharmacy Department Operating Review series, the department and its leadership created 5 core values:
- Defining area-specific goals as a means to improve operational standards under the Organizational pillars of excellence: Value, Knowledge, Drive, Healthy Communities, Innovation, and Transformation
- Provide pharmacy leadership with routine performance reports of defined operational groups while promoting and demonstrating connectivity across all cost centers housed within the Department
- Promote the creation of dashboards that illustrate best practices and current standards within the Department
- Serve as a venue to plan and discuss future avenues for revenue growth and expansion of the Medical Center’s Department of Pharmacy practice model
- Encourage staff engagement in operational objectives and initiatives by having them take part in the DOR series presentation, both in assembly and consequence of the final presentation deliverables, thus supporting and upholding the employee crafted values of our Department

**DOR Schedule and DRAFT Agenda**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Agenda Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep 10</td>
<td>Open Session, Setting Expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 11</td>
<td>Departmental DOR Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 12</td>
<td>Departmental DOR Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 2</td>
<td>Departmental DOR Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 9</td>
<td>Departmental DOR Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 10</td>
<td>Departmental DOR Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 17</td>
<td>Departmental DOR Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 21</td>
<td>Departmental DOR Review</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

- Enhance your financial vocabulary
- Work to understand the breadth and depth of your Pharmacy’s business
- Acquire different types of pharmacy reports
- Understand and work to implement fundamental concepts of budgeting and its process
- Build up more efficient clinical operations and improve quality of patient care
- Sustainable modeling for now and the future
- Domain knowledge in financial management improves your communication with financial team
- In and outside of your Department - Finance and Non-Finance staff
- Educate others
- Use these tools to build and further promote the brand of pharmacy
- Dashboards and Department Operating Reviews
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Alignment of Skills and Strengths:
Building Your Team to Meet the Demands of Tomorrow

Sam Calabrese, B.S.Pharm, MBA, FASHP
Associate Chief Pharmacy Officer
Cleveland Clinic
Cleveland, Ohio

Objectives

- Describe the difference between change and transition
- Identify strategies to manage change and transitions
- Describe methods to maintain employee engagement during change

Definitions

- Change – situational
  - Focus on the outcomes
- Transition – psychological
  - Process that people go through as they come to terms with a change
- Terms are not interchangeable

Phases of Transition

“Transitions start with an ending and ends with a beginning.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENDINGS</th>
<th>NEUTRAL ZONE</th>
<th>BEGINNINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>In-between time</td>
<td>Being “with it”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letting go</td>
<td>Chaos</td>
<td>The new chapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting closure</td>
<td>Clean slate</td>
<td>Renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saying goodbye</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Getting people through the three phases is essential to achieving change

Mutual Dependence

Create A sense of Urgency

- Make the status quo seem more dangerous than launching into the unknown
- “Sell” the problem
- Identify and discuss major crises or opportunities
### How do you get people to let go?

- Identify who’s losing what
  - Describe the change in as much detail as possible
  - What are the secondary changes that will result
  - Who is going to lose what
  - Notice that losses may not be “concrete”
  - Is there something that will be over for everyone

### Resistance

- It’s the transition, not the change that people often resist
  - Loss of their identity and their world
  - Disorientation in the neutral zone
  - Risk of failing in the new paradigm

### Strategies to manage endings

- Don’t argue with what you hear
- Don’t be surprised by overreaction
- Acknowledge loss openly and sympathetically
- Expect and accept signs of grieving
- Compensate for their losses

### Form a guiding coalition

- Engage your informal leaders
- Small/medium group that believes in the change
- Work as a team with formal leaders to move change forward

### Provide a Vision

- A picture of the future
  - Help direct the change effort
- Easy to communicate
- Appeals to the end users
- Should be able to communicate in 5 minutes

### Communicate the Vision

- Over communicate information
  - Define what is over and what isn’t
  - Define the end
- Use all vehicles possible
  - Meetings
  - Emails
  - Newsletters
- Treat past with respect
Leading through the Neutral Zone

- Old ways over and new ways not working well
- Anxiety rises and motivation falls
- Productivity suffers
- Old weaknesses may reemerge
- People become polarized
- More open to new ideas

Empower others to act on the Vision

- Capitalize on the chaos by encouraging folks to innovate
- Remove obstacles
  - Change systems/people that undermine the vision
  - Organizational structure
  - Negative employees
  - Negative leaders

Enhancing the Neutral Zone: Assisting with empowerment

- Capitalize on doing things differently
  - Restraints of innovation are weakened
- Question the usual way
- Provide training in innovation techniques
- Encourage experimentation
- Brainstorm new answers to old ideas

Enhancing the Neutral Zone: Assisting with empowerment

- Create temporary systems
  - Protect people from further changes
  - Review policy and procedures
  - Reporting relationship changes
  - Set short range goals
- Use the neutral zone creatively

A New Beginning

- Will take place only when individuals are ready to make an emotional commitment to do things a new way
- Resistance
  - Reminds them the old way is ending
  - Possibility that new way won’t work
  - Reminder of old failures
  - End of Neutral Zone flexibility

Create Short term wins

- Keeps the urgency level up for long term projects
- Plan for visible performance improvements
- Recognizing and rewarding employees
- Begins the “hard wiring” of new processes
Reinforce the New Beginning

- Provide consistency
  - Policies and procedures
  - Own actions
  - Rewards
- Hire, promote, and develop employees who can implement the vision
- Celebrate success / Maintain engagement

Engagement Drivers in Times of Change

1. Build trust through communication
2. Seek team participation to manage change
3. Display Serving Leadership qualities

Engagement Drivers in Times of Change

1. Build trust through communication
   - Proactive, timely and transparent
   - Be specific - include “what,” “why,” and “how” details
   - Repeat via multiple communication channels
   - Have crucial conversations

Crucial Conversations

- What makes a conversation “crucial” vs. typical?
  - First, opinions vary
  - Second, the stakes are high
  - Third, emotions run strong

Crucial Conversations

- How do we typically handle crucial conversations:
  - We can avoid them
  - We can face them and handle them poorly
  - We can face them and handle them well

Crucial Conversations

- Why don’t crucial conversations tend to go well?
  - Emotions tend to rule
  - Your body physically reacts
  - We are under pressure
  - We are stumped
  - We act in self-defeating ways
The Principles of Crucial Conversations

Get Unstuck
- How to spot the conversations that are keeping you from what you want.
- Start with Heart
  - How to stay focused on what you really want.
Learn to Look
- How to notice when safety is at risk.
Make it Safe
- How to make it safe to talk about almost anything.
Master My Stories
- How to stay in dialogue when you’re angry, scared, or hurt.
STATE My Path
- How to speak persuasively, not abrasively.
Explore Others’ Paths
- How to listen when others blow up or clam up.
Move to Action
- How to turn crucial conversations into action and results.

Solution: Dialogue

- Free flow of meaning between two or more people

Get Unstuck

- Recognize crucial conversations
  - What conversations am I not holding or not holding well
  - How do you feel when in a crucial conversation
  - What emotions are you feeling regarding the discussion
  - How do you control your emotions
  - Identify someone to role-play

Start with Heart

- Work on me first
  - Focus on what you really want
  - Refuse the Fool’s Choice

Work on me first

- Winning
- Punishing
- Keeping the peace
- What effect do they have on the pool?

Focus on the wants

- What do I really want for myself
- What do I really want for others
- What do I really want for the relationship
- How would I behave if I really wanted these results
Avoiding the fools choice

• Silence vs Violence response
• Search for the “and”
   What do you really want
   What you really don’t want

Learn to Look

• Look for when a conversation becomes crucial
• Look for content and conditions
• Look for silence and violence
• Learn to look for your own Style Under Stress
   Physical
   Emotions
   Behavioral

Mutual Purpose

• Common Objectives
• Need to have an open dialogue
• Mutual purpose is the foundation of trust
• Incorporate mutual respect

Master My Stories

• How to stay in dialogue when you’re angry, scared, hurt
• You and only you create your emotions
• The stories we create generate our emotions

Master My Stories

• Am I pretending not to notice my role in the problem?
• Why would a reasonable, rational, and decent person do this?
• What should I do right now to move toward what I really want?

Engagement Drivers in Times of Change

2. Seek team participation to manage change
   - Get team feedback and suggestions
   - Create a process for collecting ideas
   - Ask team for their communication preferences
THINKING ENVIRONMENT

- Explore an idea with a group
- Slow down a conversation
- Hear from everyone

THINKING ENVIRONMENT

- OPENING ROUND
  - Up to 2 minutes each
  - Ask the group: “What is your current thinking about ____?”
- OPEN DISCUSSION
  - 5 minutes total
  - Ask the group: “What do you notice now that you’ve heard everyone’s thinking? Is anything present that wasn’t before?”
- CLOSING ROUND
  - Up to 2 minutes each
  - b. Ask the group: “What is your freshest thinking about ____?”

Engagement Drivers in Times of Change

3. Display Serving Leadership qualities

“The ripple effect of a leader’s enthusiasm and optimism is awesome. So is the impact of cynicism and pessimism.

Leaders who whine and blame engender those same behaviors among their colleagues.

Spare me the grim litany of the ‘realist.’ Give me the unrealistic aspirations of the optimist any day.”

Summary

- You have to end before you begin
- Between the ending and the beginning there is a gap
- The gap can be creative
- Emotional responses can occur during transition
- New beginnings occur when individuals are emotionally ready to commit
- New beginnings must be reinforced
Reference


Case:

Melissa is the Director of Pharmacy at Anytown Hospital, a 150 bed community hospital. Melissa has been in her role for 8 months, following completion of her PG2 Administrative residency and MBA. She was hired on by Jim, the Administrator of Professional Services, shortly after he terminated the previous director due to three years of declining employee engagement scores. Melissa’s main priority is staff development and focusing on areas of concerns determined by past surveys. Jim asked Melissa to prioritize the concerns of “my work unit provides high-quality care” and “my work unit want to go above and beyond what’s expected of them”.

This morning, Jim called Melissa to let her know that Chief, Division of General Surgery Anesthesia, Dr. Smith paged him to report a medication error made by the OR pharmacy. Dr. Smith reported that the heparin drip that was provided for his patient had apparently been made incorrectly and that patient received a 10 times overdose. The patient had significant bleeding post op and required both additional treatment and time in the OR to address this. Dr. Smith expressed to Jim that he is grateful that his team’s quick response saved the patient’s life.

During Melissa’s review of the incident she discovered that Jerry was the pharmacist staffing in the OR. Jerry was the Assistant Director of Pharmacy and Interim Director of Pharmacy prior to her arrival. She had asked him to step back into staffing due to his caustic nature of his interpersonal skills. She assigned him to the OR Pharmacy to keep him away from the other staff. Jerry has about 6 months till he can retire.
Human Resources Management Case Study (continued)

Melissa was also meeting with Jerry biweekly for the last three months due to complaints from Anesthesia providers about his communication skills. Jerry received verbal warnings and now is on a written performance improvement plan drafted by HR and Melissa. The next step is a final reminder, followed by termination if improvement can’t be documented.

Melissa scheduled an appointment with Jerry at 2:30pm tomorrow to review her findings.

**Assignment:**

You are asked to put yourself in Melissa’s role and answer the following questions to prepare for the crucial conversation tomorrow.

1. What are the goals for meeting with Jerry tomorrow?
2. What background information do you need to gather before you talk to Jerry?
3. What strategies are you going to use to communicate with Jerry in spite of his caustic nature?

**Role play by facilitators:**

The scenario you observed between Melissa and Jerry demonstrates an interaction where (1) stakes are high, (2) opinions vary, and (3) emotions run strong.

**Reflection Assignment:**

Please answer the following questions to critique Melissa’s discussion with Jerry.

1. What factors lead to the negative exchange between Melissa and Jerry?
2. What did Melissa gain by having this conversation? Did she reach her goal for the meeting?
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Interactive Workshop Case Study

The Case: A fictional, but realistic organization described below has the goal of elevating pharmacy services in a manner which maximizes the quality of patient care and overall cost efficiency. This organization will serve as the basis for an interactive case workshop exercise throughout the program. Below is a brief summary of the organizational background, pertinent pharmacy department information, and political landscape which provides essential information to assist with completing the workshop exercises. It is necessary that you read this case prior to attending the workshop.

**NOTE: It is not necessary that participants memorize every fact about this organization. Rather, it is important that all workshop participants read the case once or twice to develop a basic understanding prior to the workshop.

Organizational Background

This facility is a community teaching hospital (700-bed, tertiary-care, not-for-profit facility) located in a city of 250,000 people, providing acute care to both adult and pediatric patients throughout the greater geographical region. Approximately 3/4 of the hospital beds are allocated for adult patient care (550 beds), and of these, 80 are ICU beds and 100 are dedicated to “The Women’s Center”, a well renowned maternity service. The 150 pediatric beds are recognized as the facility’s children’s hospital and treated as a separate institution within the hospital, including a 20-bed pediatric ICU and a 25-bed neonatal ICU. The hospital has a network of 25 clinics that were recently acquired and incorporated as “Provider-Based Clinics” of the hospital. This network includes 4 oncology clinics that combine for a total of 60 oncology infusion chairs. The remaining clinics provide a variety of ambulatory services including a non-oncology infusion center, dialysis, cardiac rehab, radiology, same-day surgery, pediatric special procedures, and several primary care and specialty physician office clinics.

The hospital considers pediatrics, maternal & fetal medicine, oncology, and cardiology to be its four “Centers of Excellence”.

Pertinent Pharmacy Department Information

The pharmacy department has approximately 100 FTE’s (53 technical and support staff, 25 unit-based decentralized clinical pharmacists, 8 clinical specialists, 8 managers, 6 operations pharmacists and 3 PGY1 pharmacy residents) and is centrally located in the basement of the hospital. The pharmacy functions in a decentralized medication distribution model with automated dispensing cabinets located on all of the nursing units and procedure areas and satellite pharmacies in the OR and children’s hospital. The department has a USP <797> compliant clean room serving adult and pediatric patients. The pharmacy has an annual inpatient drug budget of $33 million and an outpatient (clinic, procedure area, infusion) drug budget of $42 million. The pharmacy salary and benefits budget for all areas is $9.2 million annually. Top drug expenditures by therapeutic class include anti-infective agents, blood products and hemostasis agents, immunosuppressive medications, chemotherapy agents, anticoagulants, and blood stimulation agents. Chemotherapy and anti-infective drug expenses have
risen at a rate of 15% per year over the past 5 years, while anticoagulant and hemostasis agent drug expenses have been remarkably low over the past five years when compared to peer-group hospitals.

Clinical pharmacists practice in a decentralized model [M-F two 8-hour shifts per day (1st and 2nd shift) and Sa-Su one 8-hour shift (1st shift)]. They rotate to the decentralize area 80% of their time while the remaining 20% of their time is spent covering the central pharmacy and the pediatric satellite.

Decentralized pharmacists review and verify all inpatient medication orders (CPOE is used), and provide some targeted clinical services such as IV to oral conversions, renal dosing, and supporting the pharmacotherapy consult service including pharmacokinetic dosing and medication reconciliation on admission. In addition, technicians are deployed throughout the hospital, working with pharmacists to obtain medication admission histories and facilitating the medication reconciliation process.

Pharmacists also participate on patient care rounds when they have time and as requested by medical staff. 14 of the 25 decentralized pharmacists have completed PGY1 practice residency training programs within the past 5 years, and six are board certified.

The Department of Pharmacy also offers a ASHP-accredited residency training programs dedicated to developing clinical practice competencies. The three PGY1 pharmacy residents provide decentralized clinical coverage during the week (M-F), including patient care rounds participation, and provide staffing coverage every third weekend and one evening shift every 3rd week.

In addition to the three PGY1 residents, approximately 14 pharmacy students complete advanced hospital experiential rotations during their fourth year, but they all have to travel over an hour from their school each day or find housing in the area for the rotation. Two months ago, a new school of pharmacy initiated its inaugural class at a renowned local university. The Dean of the school has requested meetings to discuss opportunities for his students to engage within the department.

A dedicated preceptor works closely with each resident as well as the pharmacy students and is ultimately responsible for all pharmacotherapy related outcomes and student/resident education. Learning is not handled in a layered fashion from pharmacist to resident to student.

Of the 8 clinical specialist pharmacists, all have specialty residency training (PGY2) as follows – one each in critical care, cardiology, pediatrics, and infectious diseases; two each in oncology and internal medicine. All are board certified and provide weekday clinical services in select areas of the hospital; they routinely participate in patient care rounds in their areas of specialization, precept student clinical rotations, and provide teaching for medical students and residents. They review medication orders entered in CPOE when they have time and they rarely interact much with patients. The infectious disease and oncology specialists spend part of each week providing pharmacotherapy reviews and patient education in their respective clinics.

Lastly, the hospital operates an outpatient pharmacy which fills about 250 prescriptions per day. Prescription volumes have been flat for the past five years, presumably due to a poor location and lack of marketing. Margins are on the decline with last year’s financial performance being at break even. A recent study indicates that only 20% of inpatient discharge and clinic prescriptions are being filled in the outpatient pharmacy, and only about 10% of hospital employees use the outpatient pharmacy as their primary pharmacy provider. The pharmacy accepts the large majority of prescription insurance plans and about 70% of the volume is billed to a third party plan (including the plan carried by hospital employees), about 10% through Medicaid and the other 20% is cash and other miscellaneous accounts (i.e. local workman’s compensation plan, charity fund, and others).
Political Landscape and Impact of Health Care Reform on the Health-System’s Future

Medicare reimbursement and pay-for-performance private insurance agreements make up the vast majority of the hospital revenue sources. Most of the private insurance agreements utilize recognized ambulatory care measures to set quality standards for reimbursement. In 2011, the clinics’ chronic care scores were below the regional averages (17% of patients have uncontrolled cholesterol [regional average is 8.5%], 32% of hypertensive patients are meeting blood pressure goals [regional average is 45.7%], and 19% of diabetic patients have uncontrolled hemoglobin A1c [regional average is 11.3%]). As a direct result of these publicly reported performance indicators, 4% of the clinics’ patients transferred out of the clinics’ care in the last fiscal year, and the clinic did not receive maximal reimbursement from insurers. Pharmacist involvement in ambulatory practice is limited to partial coverage of the infectious disease and oncology clinics. The organization also provides the majority of services for a local self-insured company (ACME, Inc). This self-insured company is the largest in the area, employing 15% of the community’s residents, and has noticed a 13% increase in health-related absenteeism over the last year.

Also, the organization is reeling from the impact of the 2012 CMS health care payment reform system based on readmissions, value-based purchasing and hospital acquired conditions. The hospital is currently 7th in their regional 8-hospital peer group on their Hospital Compare Report in most quality measures. Their HCAHPS scores have not improved in the past two years, and their medical readmission rates are currently 22% (with a cost per readmission of $22,000) with 2,900 readmissions documented in the past year. The statewide average readmission rate for peer hospitals is just 11.3%. Patient satisfaction scores continue to fluctuate (25% decrease in the last three months)—the lowest performing areas include the ED and outpatient clinic units.

Medicare reimbursement reductions, private insurance payment reductions, lower-than-expected patient volumes in all care settings (except for surgeries), poor investment returns and a major information technology system downtime left the hospital with a 40 million dollar shortfall in operating margin compared to budget at the end of FY 13.

The Senior Executive Team has been constantly changing over the last 5 years; the CEO of the organization has been in healthcare for 40 years (3 at this hospital) and has publicly announced that he “took this job to retire from it in the near future”. The pharmacy director reports to the Vice President of Operations (who is also the CNO) with a joint accountability (dotted-line reporting) to the Associate Vice President of Resource Management. Both of them report to the Executive Vice President of Operations who reports to the President/CEO of the hospital. In response to the budget shortfall, the hospital instituted a plan for a reduction in labor force (RIF) of 8% across the organization beginning with this fiscal year. Ancillary and central services were the most affected as they are seen to be inefficient and often redundant. Pharmacy services are considered a “clinical service” and thanks in large part to the support an advocacy of the VP/CNO, clinical services bore a much smaller portion of the FTE cuts. The pharmacy department was given targets for 10% reduction in drug expenditures, 6% reduction in operating expense from the in-patient budget and only a 4% reduction in workforce. All cost centers have been challenged to find creative ways to increase revenue on both in-patient and outpatient areas. Along with the focused cuts, executive leaders have made it clear that support of new programs will be given to safety initiatives, programs with measurable outcomes improvements (readmission rates, Core Measure scores, Ambulatory Care Measure scores, patient satisfaction), and programs supporting the
“Centers Of Excellence”.

Overall, medical staff groups are extremely “pro-pharmacy” and routinely embrace the role of the pharmacist within their services. A notable exception are the internal medicine and cardiology physicians who are known for a change resistant culture and do not feel that they have received a consistent high level of service and the focus that they are due from the clinical pharmacists or pharmacy distributive services. They are, however, united with all hospital physicians in their respect and appreciation for the technicians who perform admission medication histories. In addition, the ED Medical Director is the chair of the Hospital Safety Committee and routinely contacts the pharmacy leadership team and clinical pharmacists to discuss medication errors, need for drug use evaluations, and patient care scenarios within the emergency department. Recently, there have been a few high-profile adverse medication events which he has discussed with the Senior Executive Team as well as research indicating that medication misuse is prevalent in the community:

- Patient presented to the ED with a bag of prescriptions bottles that included 3 different beta-blockers from two different pharmacies that they took regularly.
- A patient seen in the primary care clinics was prescribed metformin despite a calculated creatinine clearance of 26 mL/min (serum creatinine = 1.4 mg/dL). The patient later presented to the ED with severe acidosis.
- Patient presented to the ED with multiple Pulmonary Embolisms. The medication history technician discovered an unfilled prescription for Lovenox folded up with the list of medications they take and printed materials from a recent visit to the pre-op assessment clinic.
- Patient was admitted via the ED to a critical care unit for sepsis. Review of the previous admission (only 3 days ago) in the electronic medical record showed that a prescription for IV vancomycin was e-prescribed to a local 24-hour Wally’s World Pharmacy.
- Patient seen in the ED for acute abdominal pain and was sent home with TMP/sulfa for UTI. Patient returned in 48 hours and was admitted with significant bleeding and an INR of 10.5. Medication history did not note the patient was taking warfarin 5 mg daily.
- A recent study has indicated that 20% of hospital admissions through the ED are due to inappropriate drug therapy management (non-compliance, wrong drug, preventable adverse drug events, etc) in the home setting.

The hospital has recently undergone a reaccreditation site visit by The Joint Commission and issues were noted with the nurses’ ability to answer surveyor questions related to medication reconciliation and documentation of patient education. During one of the patient tracers, a surveyor observed a problem with the discharge medication list, patient education materials, and communication to the next care provider. The hospital has had a nursing-driven discharge process for as long as anyone can remember. The Joint Commission Surveyors also commented on very inconsistent practices within the organization for patient medication teaching.

Pharmacy Department Leadership Retreat

The pharmacy department recently held a strategic planning retreat to brainstorm enterprise-wide advances in pharmacy services which if implemented would provide optimal value to the organization. Consensus was reached that many unprecedented opportunities existed for pharmacy to help lower cost, improve reimbursement, and maximize quality of patient care and customer service within the inpatient and ambulatory settings with particular emphasis on transitions in care. It was recognized that the organization’s future financial sustainability is going to be very closely tied to its’ ability to improve
quality and efficiency while at the same time lowering costs, and that this presents great opportunity for the pharmacy department to expand its practice model and provide value to the organization like never before. Specific discussion occurred about opportunities for the pharmacy department to assist at a higher level with the organization's ambulatory care drug therapy management and discharge pharmacy services. At this retreat, consensus was reached that implementing the following new pharmacy programs would help to transition the department into a high performance pharmacy, optimizing its value equation to the organization and to patients.

1. **Develop a new pharmacy intern training program** in collaboration with the local School of Pharmacy that supports both the integration of pharmacy students (without straining existing resources) and the **expansion of the department’s pharmacy resident training program** to provide leadership within the program in addition to advancing the pharmacy practice model.

2. Establish a **pharmacist led chronic disease management program** associated with the primary centers of excellence within the health-system.

3. Develop a more efficient and value-added **discharge pharmacy service** with the goal of ensuring that patients are set up to be successful with their therapy post-discharge.

4. Create a new pharmacy service to provide **specialized preventative care** in every setting (including the home) for **patients at high-risk for readmission** to the hospital.
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2015 Manager’s Boot Camp Interactive Workshop Exercise Instructions

Total Workshop Duration: 3 hours, 10 minutes

Based on the fictional hospital case, each table will be assigned one of four proposed new pharmacy services for which they will develop a business case framework with the goal of obtaining hospital senior leadership approval of the resources required to implement this new service.

The workshop is divided into four interactive components. Each workshop component builds upon prior components as well as didactic materials presented throughout the workshop.

Attached is a series of worksheets corresponding to each of the four workshop components. These worksheets will serve as your table’s template for completing the business case in a stepwise fashion throughout the workshop, resulting in the creation of a construct for a successful business case for a new pharmacy service.
Title of Business Case Assigned to Your Table:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Get to Know Your Team Members:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Place of Employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name
Place of Employment
Workshop #1

1. Identify topic, introductions.

2. Select a table timekeeper: 

3. Everyone at the table takes notes on their worksheet

4. Briefly discuss the case and opportunities surrounding the implementation of this new service at your table.

5. Begin creating your business case by working through the following exercise as it relates to your assigned new service:

**Proposal Description Summary:**

a) Write a 1-2 sentence proposal succinctly describing the service you wish to implement.

**Background Information:**

Utilize information from the case and your personal knowledge of healthcare to describe in bullet point format answers to the following questions.

a) Why is this issue important (consider changing healthcare landscape, hospital goals)?
b) Briefly describe how the service for which you are developing the business case is currently being provided at the hospital:

c) What internal factors (e.g.; baseline data to demonstrate that a problem exists) and external factors (e.g.; regulatory standards, payment reform measures, etc) will you collect/include with your business case to support your proposal?
Stakeholders:

a) Identify at least 6 key stakeholders in the organization related to the service you wish to implement who will either support and/or resist you along the way, and for each list their wins and/or losses as related to the new service; for the opponents propose at least one strategy for overcoming their resistance.

Supporters:

Opponents:

b) List the top-3 key people whom politically you need to align with to support your proposal to maximize your chance of success:
Benefits:

a) Describe at least six benefits to the organization if your new service is implemented (think both “non-financial” and “financial” institutional value). For each financial benefit, indicate whether it is considered “hard” or “soft” by the hospital.

b) Describe metrics that you will measure to determine the impact and success of this project following its’ implementation. Describe “how” you will measure each outcome, any resources required to obtain the data, and indicate the timelines for measuring each metric.

You have completed workshop #1.
Workshop #2

**Resources Required:**

Identify specific resources required (personnel, equipment, space, etc) to implement and maintain the new service, estimate the expected up-front and/or annual cost for each resource – these serve as inputs into your ROI.

---

**Return on Investment (ROI). – Financial Institutional Value**

Using the attached ROI template, develop a basic ROI framework to include in the business case (up-front costs, annual operating costs, hard and soft savings, and net benefits to the organization).
Project Management and Implementation Plan (if time permits)

Starting with the day this project is approved by senior leadership, develop a high-level project implementation plan indicating the top 5-10 major project milestones or key deliverables (actions steps required for success of the project) and timelines for each.

You have completed workshop #2.
Workshop #3

Developing Your 5 Minute Sales Pitch to Senior Leadership

Next, each table should select 1-2 individuals who will deliver a 5 minute sales pitch to Senior Leadership to advocate for support of your new service project proposal and approval of the resources necessary to successfully implement this project. Take the next 30 minutes and use the form on the next two pages to record the key points you wish to make in your 5 minute sales pitch (the individuals selected to deliver the sales pitch should do the recording). This presentation format is a guideline only, you may use it, or you may be creative in developing your own 5 minute sales pitch template and work outside of this structure if you wish. Creativity counts!!!

Here is how the 5 minute sales pitch presentations will work (in Workshop #4):

1. 4 tables (one working on each new service being proposed) will be randomly selected to present their 5 minute sales pitch to Senior Leadership. 2 representatives from the selected tables will present this sales pitch to all workshop participants.

2. The assumption is that the written business case developed throughout this workshop will be provided to Senior Leadership for officially considering this proposal. However, due to politics and the short attention span of most members of the Senior Leadership team, the decision on whether or not to support this project will be based on the quality of the 5 minute presentations.

3. While only one table will be selected to present each business case, participants at every table will have a chance to participate in this session. Workshop participants at tables not presenting a sales pitch will have the opportunity to serve as a c-suite panel who will react to the presentation. Following the presentation, the c-suite panelists may ask questions of the presenters, challenge them, and react to the presentation (e.g.; they can play the part of the non-supportive CNO, the dissenting CFO, etc). Their role is to challenge the presenters and have them defend their position to the group.

4. Pay attention, every workshop participant will have the opportunity to vote on the best 5-minute sales pitch and the best c-suite panel reaction during our workshop wrap-up session. Members of the winning sales pitch and c-suite panel teams receive a prize at the conclusion of the workshop.
## 5 Minute Sales Pitch Summary Worksheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Introduce Yourself</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Proposal</strong> (succinctly describe the service you wish to implement)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Why is this important?</strong> (describe what is currently broken, or why the changing healthcare landscape makes this proposal important for the organization)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Benefits/Outcomes of your proposal</strong> (think many stakeholders)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Resources Required and estimated total cost of the project</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Sell key aspects about the ROI of your project** (expect to be challenged here)

**Summary of Project Milestones** (high level plan for implementation)

**Concluding Statement** (convincing 30 second wrap-up)

You have completed workshop #3.

Sales pitches will be presented in workshop #4
Managers Boot Camp 2015

Self Assessment Questions

1) Accountable care organizations
   a. Will just involve hospitals
   b. Is another term for pay for performance
   c. Addresses total care through continuum and encompasses pay for performance and cost savings sharing

2) Components of Value Based Purchasing Include:
   a. Process of Care (where the right interventions implemented)
   b. Outcome of Care (unplanned readmission or patient death within 30 days of discharge)
   c. Patient Experience (satisfaction survey results)
   d. All of the above

3) Managers engage in several strategic management processes including:
   a. Situational analysis
   b. Strategy formulation
   c. Strategic implementation
   d. Strategic control
   e. All of the above

4) Elements of a Return on Investment include:
   a. Costs
   b. Financial return
   c. Benefit calculations
   d. Non-financial benefits
   e. All of the above

5) Which is NOT a characteristic of a high power team:
   a. Purpose
   b. Process
   c. Communication
   d. Minimize member participation
   e. Commitment
   f. Trust

Self Assessment Answer Key:
1) c
2) d
3) e
4) e
5) d
## ROI Template Worksheet - 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 0</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 4</th>
<th>Year 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net Revenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Expenses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Capital Expense</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Costs</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Operating Costs</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Savings</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Hard Savings</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Savings</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Soft Savings</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Net Benefit (Loss)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with hard savings only</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative Net Benefit (Loss)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with hard savings only</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Net Benefit (Loss)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with hard &amp; soft savings included</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative Net Benefit (Loss)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with hard &amp; soft savings included</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Organizations may require ROI calculations on Net Present value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and Payback Period in Years. These calculations are not represented here and should be performed with your Finance Department.
As healthcare changes faster than ever, innovation will play an even more important role for individual pharmacists, departments and our profession. How can you, as a leader, develop creative teams and lead healthcare innovation? Start by busting these three innovation myths.

**Myth 1: Certain people are more creative than others**

A creativity gene does not exist. We all have the same capabilities and cognitive processes to be creative.¹ Maybe the problem in pharmacy is that we don’t see ourselves as creative but as conventional. People will not think of a creative idea until they believe in themselves that they can.

In Dr. David Owens’ Theory of Innovation Constraints he explains four constraints the individual faces to come up with a creative idea.² These barriers can be countered (Table 1) by practicing the “5 Discovery Skills”, skills which emerged from Dyers’ research on great innovators and should be practiced by all pharmacists.³

**Table 1: Individual strategies for innovation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Innovation Constraints</th>
<th>The 5 Discovery Skills of Great Innovators</th>
<th>Apply today</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perception</td>
<td>Observing</td>
<td>Spend time observing the problem from the end users vantage point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are limited to what we pay attention to, gather data or no data from, the distance we are from the data, and how we stereotype the data</td>
<td>Detecting small behavioral details of your customers that suggest new ways of doing things</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellection</td>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>Read, listen to, or experience outside of the “pharmacy bubble”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How we frame the problem, problem-solve, come to an answer, and ability to carry it through</td>
<td>Connecting seemingly unrelated questions, problems, or ideas</td>
<td>Spend time asking these questions and thinking about what would challenge the status quo?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questioning</td>
<td>Questioning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking “why”, “why not”, and “what if” – challenging the status quo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Experimenting</td>
<td>Use a hypothesis testing mindset to implement new strategies and evaluate the results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of persistence or overusing a single strategy</td>
<td>Trying new experiences and exploring the world</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>Contact interesting people you know to meet and bounce ideas off of.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apathy or lack of an interesting problem</td>
<td>Diversifying your network to gain radically different perspectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Myth 2: Creativity comes from one person with a bright idea**

In his book “Group Genius”, Dr. Keith Sawyer counters the common belief that creative ideas come from a lone genius.⁵ More appropriately, creativity comes from creative collaboration (group genius) and hard work. Ideas incubate and iterate over time until we step
away from the problem to have that “aha” moment. The “aha” moment is a popular visualization
but the hard work and right kind of creative collaboration is not. Table 2 reviews constraints
groups face to innovate and strategies to overcome them.

Table 2: Group strategies for innovation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Innovation Constraints</th>
<th>Strategies to overcome group constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Emotion constraints**     | • Support a safe culture that does not differentiate between my idea and your idea  
                              | • Have good task and process conflict without relationship conflict  
                              | • Celebrate success and failure, punish inaction  
                              | • Share ideas early and often, even if they are not formulated yet |
| **Culture constraints**     | • Prize new problem solving methods  
                              | • Increase the variety and diversity of your groups  
                              | • Immerse yourself in creative networks and groups |
| **Environment constraints** | • Reconfigure your workspace like Apple® or Google® for innovation. See this new article in Academic Medicine  
                              | • Build a team playground to share and document insights in a team space or technology |
| **Process constraints**     | • Develop, master and use a process  
                              | • In the early stages leave time for learning and work with the same intensity as you would at the end of the project  
                              | • Brainstorm as many ideas as possible and then trim these down after this step is complete (not during)  
                              | • Know creativity can be inefficient and know when to cut your losses |

**Myth 3: You have to think outside the box**

Innovative people think outside the box right? Wrong. Innovation is creating value for
your customers. Dr. David Owens claims innovation comes from inside the box of what stops
creativity as depicted by the grey box in Figure 1. Our role then becomes not “thinking outside of
the box”, but expanding the size of the box by eliminating different constraints. This article
already reviewed how to fight individual and group constraints. Now watch this video to learn
more about organizational, technological, societal, and industry constraints.
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RlhEhZBli4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RlhEhZBli4)

**Figure 1: Thinking inside the box of constraints**
Questions to think about

- What are healthcare’s industry constraints and how can we diminish them?
- What habits can you and your group employ today?

Further reading - Build off the “Group Genius” of ASHP and AHA with these links:

- [http://www.ashpadvantage.com/leaders/proceedings.html](http://www.ashpadvantage.com/leaders/proceedings.html)
- [http://www.ashpfoundation.org/MainMenuCategories/CenterforPharmacyLeadership/INNOVATION](http://www.ashpfoundation.org/MainMenuCategories/CenterforPharmacyLeadership/INNOVATION)
- [http://www.aha.org/advocacy-issues/initiatives/innovation.shtml](http://www.aha.org/advocacy-issues/initiatives/innovation.shtml)

Further Reading and References:
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C-suit Tool Kit Overview

Advancing patient care, by increasing pharmacist involvement on multidisciplinary teams, requires pharmacist leadership at all levels of the health care organization. Helping hospital and health system executives understand how team-based pharmacists can support the organization’s patient care mission and positively affect outcomes is a critical leadership responsibility. This tool kit, Engaging the C-suite to Advance Pharmacy Practice, provides practical resources that can systematically support your efforts to engage executives in discussions to advance patient care and pharmacy practice. Click to hear past ASHP President Lynne Maukney describe the valuable resources provided in the tool kit.

- Engaging C-suite: Starting the Dialog
- Strategic Planning
- Communicating Results
- Managing Your Business
- Working with Consultants
- General Resources
- Health Care Reform and Pharmacy Practice
- Webinars

Sponsor Statement

This tool kit was developed collaboratively by the ASHP Research and Education Foundation, the ASHP Section of Pharmacy Practice Managers, and ASHP Advantage, and supported by a donation from Baxter Healthcare Corporation made to the Henri R. Manasse Campaign: Transforming the Pharmacy Profession.

Get Connected

- Join us on ASHP Connect
- Like us on Facebook
- Follow us on Twitter
- Follow us on LinkedIn
- Follow us on YouTube

http://www.ashpadvantage.com/ppmitoolkit/